
Moorland Ramblers - some of what we do and why www.moorlandramblers.org.uk 

We are the Moorland Ramblers Group walking mostly over Dartmoor but also sometimes along our 

coasts or through our wonderful countryside. 

If you want something more strenuous than strolling to the pub or taking the dog through the woods, then 

come and join us.  We walk 11-25 miles, depending on the season, on most Sundays throughout the year 

whatever the weather.  Typically we average some 2½ MPH over a walk, including breaks; so it's a 

reasonable pace.  We haven't lost or left anybody behind; yet – but you never know. 

Many of our walks take us onto the open moor - why use a path when a straight line will do - often 

visiting some of Dartmoor's famous Tors or other notable locations. 

Mardle Head on the southern part of the moor 

High Willhays (the highest point in southern 

England) with Yes Tor in the background 

Bowermans Nose or for the more 

politically correct Bowerpersons Noses 

Beardown Man a prehistoric menhir 

or standing stone; one of many on Dartmoor 

Fox Tor – see, sometimes it doesn't rain 



And also some of our lesser-known locations. 

 

Crossing streams and rivers, when its safe, by a variety of means is all part of the fun. 

Hamster Tor one of Dartmoor's 

lesser known Tors 
Christine in the May Queens Chair at Lustleigh 

Steve crossing a disused leat on the moor 

One alternative approach to crossing 

the North Teign at Manga Rails 

A Clapper Bridge on the River Avon. 

Janet is modelling her latest rucksack. 



Erme... which river is this we're fording? One of Dartmoor's many Sandy Fords 

As there are few, if any, bridges of any sort on much of the open moor we get quite good at using or 

improvising, stepping stones.  The Leader loses Brownie Points if anybody falls in. 

Occasionally more drastic approaches are  needed: 

 

Apart from scattered flocks of sheep, herds of cattle 

and ponies on the moor, we still encounter the odd 

strange animal – that's not counting other walkers. 

Improvised Stepping Stones over the Rattlebrook 
These Stepping Stones over the West Dart 

are a 'favourite' with some of our members 

"Wolf-type creatures have been recently 

endangering sheep and ponies on Dartmoor by 

eating them.  Please give the werewolves any 

spare sandwiches you have, so they're not hungry 

any more.  That way we can all enjoy the ponies." 

A wild(ish) pig in the woods 

by the North Teign 



We and our walk leaders are well aware of the local 

dangers of the moor: floods, mist, storms, etc and 

always take these into account by varying the walk 

accordingly.  We only cancel a walk when it 

becomes impossible to get to the start. 

Dogs are welcome, preferably on a lead on the 

open moor, as they can run faster over the rough 

ground than you can. 

 

 

Each year we have a week or weekend away walking elsewhere in the UK or Europe, and a couple of 

social events. 

Our members come from all around the moor, some live inside The Dartmoor National Park, some live a 

significant distance away and share cars where feasible.  We also get a number of visitors who join us for 

occasional walks, some from Belgium or Holland - perhaps fed up with the Dutch Alps. 

Come and give us a try! 

www.moorlandramblers.org.uk 

 

A Transport of Delight! Climb every mountain! 


